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Message from CEO
It is with great pride that I address our IGT family.
IGT is continuing with its winning stride and has accomplished many feats. Our leading pace
has always been accredited to our culture and value system we believe in and the commitment of our employees.

By Ayad Khalil Chammas
Chief Executive Officer

I am happy to announce that IGT has entered into a Master Lease Agreement with
Amara Communications Limited and is continuing with the drive as the largest telecom
tower company in Myanmar

I am also happy to announce the appointment of Mr. Bassel Jamaleddine as our COO. His vast experience in the telecom industry will be a great added value to our organization, particularly operational excellence.
Operational agility is essential in order to keep up with the speed of change and need to pivot across all areas of business.
Our teams evidently understand that how we operate is just as crucial as what we accomplish. It is through the spirit of
teamwork and strong sense of vision that we stride towards our goals. Our clients come first; identifying their needs
and wants is the driving force that pulls us towards our eagerness to
deliver.
However, in order to continue with the unblemished services that we
are delivering to our clients we must also garner a deep understanding of developments that are taking place in the telecom sector
across the globe. Equally important is our ability to anticipate and
analyze the regulatory changes happening in Myanmar that impact
the telecom industry.
It is imperative that our internal work culture is aligned to address
the above requirements so that we can improve the processes of
our clients and other stakeholders.
Hand in hand, we take the journey to pioneer the way in this fastpaced environment as we pave the way towards creating value for
all our stakeholders and truly honor our vision towards a wonderful
world.
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IGT welcomes the new COO
BRIEF INTRODUCTION:
After working for more than 22 years with two of the biggest international telecommunication
operators in the world (Orange and MTN) where I headed the operations in Cyprus and Ethiopia the move to IGT was a big challenge to see the picture from the other side of the table. Developing infrastructure in a vast and difficult environment as Myanmar is a big challenge to
each Tower Co. and to IGT. Maintaining the sites in good operational conditions while increasing the uptime of those sites is another challenge that we will keep pursuing all the time. One of
By Bassel Jamaleddine my primary objectives is to integrate the highly demanding telecom operation excellency in the
Chief Operation Officer
spirit of everything we do at IGT.

Foreword
Welcome to our 5th edition of our quarterly magazine “Tower Times”
One of the dynamics of IGT’s success is the corporate culture being practiced in the work
place.
At IGT we have firmly imbued policies of clean, transparent and corruption free work ethics. To
see that this culture is preserved and deep-rooted IGT has a very dynamic Internal Audit function which sees to it that this practiced is always protected.
By Zaw Win Kyi
Head of GR & CSR

In this edition, you will find the story of a difficult site. Many of IGT towers are constructed in
very remote areas of the country with difficult access to the building location. This story highlights the challenges faced by IGT from site acquisition to site implementation. Despite many hardships, the tower was
completed and this is due to the exceptional dedication from the employees of IGT towards the desired goal.
You will also find out how IGT is going about the Operation and maintenance of the nearly (3000) towers.
You will see how IGT is maintaining a sustainable business by protecting the environment and greening of the landscapes around all it’s towers. Another highlight in this edition is how IGT places high emphasis on the ethnic local
communities where many towers are located. You will have a glimpse of how IGT is maintaining the trust and loyalty
of it’s employees which makes it the number one tower company in Myanmar.

You will find how IGT is playing a major role in the
telecoms business in Myanmar by investing a considerable amount and paying a sizeable annual
tax, which is a plus for the Myanmar economy.
Finally yet importantly, you will have an idea of
how IGT is doing Its share of CSR work. How IGT
is looking after the community development of the
areas where the towers are located. We believe that a strong
CSR program makes a strong
company.
Happy reading!
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Internal Audit
The Board’s trust in the internal audit as well as the high cooperation and support of the
IGT’s Management have resulted in a very dynamic internal audit function in terms of fighting
corruption, strengthening policies and procedures, identifying issues, and recommending appropriate controls to ensure that business conducts and better practices are being implemented in its best shape.

By Haytham Hamze
Head of Internal Audit

In addition to the daily audit activities, the internal audit function is focusing more nowadays
on the prevention of the fraudulent acts. In this relation, the Management has arranged
awareness sessions, circulated policies for anti-bribery & anti-corruption, code of conduct,
whistleblowing, etc., as well as distributed related quotes against corruption in IGT premises.

These events are to encourage individuals to share their claims with the Head of Internal Audit, who is addressing
each case in a highly confidential manner. We have already identified major findings and necessary actions have
been taken against violators, while protecting reporters’ names and other details.

On the other hand, the Management has set up the
gear to apply for the Quality Management System ISO 9001:2015 certification, which shows the seriousness of taking IGT’s Governance structure to a
different level.
Based on the above collective efforts, we can say
that IGT is currently enjoying a reasonably wellcontrolled environment and looking forward to maintain an overall healthy and corruption-free culture
among its internal and external stakeholders.

IGT
con-
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The Story of a Difficult Site
Site ID: SHW1623 (SHO10134)

Site Coordinate: 19.96595, 96.52267
Site Address:
Taung Kya Forest Office,
Near Naypyitaw-Pinlaung
Main Road, Pin Laung Tsp.
Shan South.
Site Supervisor: Kyaw Soe Win
Cluster Manager: Alvin Cruz
By Alvin Cruz
Cluster Manager/ Shan

This site location is at the mountainous area of Pinlaung – Naypyitaw
Road in Shan South. It is a Prime
Fiber site for Ooredoo and the only
tower standing on that area. We had
difficulty in acquiring the site as most
of the options we can get have no
access and on top of the hill.
Ooredoo rejected our candidates due
to their Network Planning requirements and it took us five (5) Candidate until we get their approval. Site
location falls on a Forestry Land and
getting permit also took time for us.

We negotiate with Local, District and
National Forestry Office to make joint
location survey with them. We chase
Local Forestry Office to send their recommendation to their District Office in
Kalaw then to Naypyitaw Head Office.
Upon getting the Forestry Permit approval, we proceed the issuance of
CW PO and do the Site Kick-Off with
the Vendor. It needs 150 meters of
manual hauling of construction and
tower materials from main road to the
site on a steep access. We also required to make soil cutting to attain the
desired site Finish Grade Line (FGL)
as the existing ground is sloping. Site
implementation became more difficult
due to bad weather condition. Rain
give us difficulty in hauling the materials to site as the access is slippery and
we took extra care to avoid any accident or injury to our workers.
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We encounter hard soil excavation
and the Sub-Contractor back out due
to site difficulty. Upon negotiation
with the main Vendor, we resume
the work and reset our target RFI
date. Our Site Supervisor closely
monitor the site to ensure safety,
quality and to attain our committed
target to deliver the site to our client.
Materials should be deliver on time
to meet every work milestone and
even work overtime to cope up with
the schedule. Tower foundation work
was done, then tower erection proceed together with equipment slabs
and grounding installation to complete the RFI requirements. Power
Equipment were delivered ahead of
schedule to give time on manual
hauling to the site. With proper coordination and hard work from all disciplines. We met our RFI target and
site completion.

It shows that despite all the challenge
we have encountered starting from
Site Acquisition up to site implementation. We still don’t give up and overcame all those challenges to build
this Tower to maintain IGT’s position
as the No. 1 Tower Company in Myanmar.
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Growing Green in IGT’s Way
At IGT, ‘Green’ is not just a color or a word of our logo and name, but a commitment towards being an environment friendly organization and adopting green technologies in the
philosophy of go green to get our globe clean.

By Uday Singh Rawat
Power Manager

IGT believes that a healthy environment is a prerequisite for progress, contributing to the
well-being of society, our people and our business. Our business model promotes tower
sharing which helps bring down the carbon footprint for telecom networks and works towards a sustainable economy. Further, IGT continues to deploy people, ideas and capital
to find effective solutions to address environmental challenges.

With Go green philosophy, we have initiated Green
Tower program based on new innovative ideas aimed
at minimizing dependency on fossil fuel and thereby,
carbon footprint reduction. This program promotes.
a) Improving energy efficiency of tower infrastructure
equipment’s
b) Use of renewable energy resources
c) Reduction of equipment load on tower infrastructure
equipment
As part of the Green Towers program, IGT has deployed
and planning to adopt:
 Over 100 solar powered towers
 High Efficiency DC Power System
 Li-Ion Based back-up Solution
 Solar-Wind Hybrid System
IGT recognize that the journey to a cleaner and greener environment has just started in Myanmar. IGT team is
working relentlessly on expanding green energy portfolio by embracing various other new technologies like wind
energy, zero emission batteries, fuel cell etc.
Hybrid Green technologies is being continuously adopted in order to make it more suitable for commercial use. Going ahead, to adopt solar-Fuel cell hybrid green technologies in the Myanmar telecom sector. There is a significant
tower base with off-grid sites, for which solar-Fuel cell technology presents a realistic solution.
The Myanmar telecom sector has grown rapidly over the past 3 to 4 years, which is evident from the fact that the
telecom network covers about 60 per cent of the country’s villages, whereas the electricity network has 40 per cent
coverage. As the sector has matured, and is witnessing increased competition and declining ARPUs, operators
have shifted their focus towards cost reduction to ensure profitability.
Continued……..
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Growing Green in IGT’s Way
For a telecom company, almost one-third of
the network opex comprises electricity and
diesel generator (DG) fuel costs. Electricity
costs are high because power supply has
not been able to keep pace with the huge
demand from telecom companies. At pre- .
sent, 60 per cent of telecom towers do not
have grid supply and are dependent on alternative fuels. The grid power demandsupply gap is expected to increase further in
the future. Moreover, some rural areas are
facing issues related to poor grid infrastructure.
The cost of using alternative fuels is also
heading north. Diesel prices are expected to
rise further. On the other hand, costs of solar photovoltaic (PV) panels almost halved
from last 5 years, therefore, shifting to alternative energy technologies (green fuels) is
a critical cost reduction initiative for telecom
companies. Besides being environment
friendly, they can lead to sustainable growth
because these depend on renewable natural resources like wind, solar and Hydrogen.

A comparison of these alternative energy technologies shows an
interesting trend. The initial cost of a solar plant is high and the
efficiency is lower than the other sources but, the positives include the abundant availability of sunlight, possibilities of scaling
up, reliability and predictability of solar power, and the absence
of fuel logistics problems. Also, low repair and maintenance costs
help reduce expenses.
Moreover, the technology is tested and proven, and can be used
in hybrid models (for example, solar-battery, solar-generator,
solar-wind & solar-fuel cell hybrids)
Commitment to Green energy and energy efficient technologieswe have the largest Tower Infrastructure installation of solar powered Towers in Myanmar.

GROWING GREEN IN IGT’s WAY
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The Man-U-All Guide Team to IGT Towers
Our 24x7 vigilant team in IGT
O&M have team of Skilled, trained
Manpower. This ever-motivated
charged team have empowered all
our customers for High Uptime as
per international standards.
By Siva Srinivasan
O&M Manager

Profile of each person have skillset
to handle the various infra equipment’s at our sites for efficient

working’s at all times.
Timely Preventive Maintenance of sites and Regular visits to sites to identify any alarms have paved way for
Overall Customer Satisfaction.
Technology combined solutions have also given our customers the benefit in savings where our sites have low
cost solutions on OpEx, and giving us a edge above all in
choosing us as a preferred partner to Radiate their equipment’s from our sites.

Every Site of us have been so carefully designed for long
term Operational benefits and is future ready, adaptable
for new technologies.
Sites have direct monitoring from our own TOC (Tower
Operating Center) one of its kind in this Industry where
we have direct control of all the equipment alarms routed
from our controllers instead of Operators BTS.
Methodology and Processes involved in Operations have
less usage of Diesel Generators for Power Back up and
hence less carbon emissions.
We have built sites in all type of Geography (Hills,
Water Flooding Areas) and operations are handled
efficiently to serve the respective community.
Operators prefer to roll out with more Hub/ Critical
sites with us as we have given them solutions for
their requirement by all of the above.
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Working Hand-in-Hand with Operator and Ethnic Community in Rolling out
Remote Challenging Sites

By Tun Myint
Deputy Rollout Head

Irrawaddy Green Tower (IGT) is a complete infrastructure solutions provider for building
telecom towers, distributing power solutions, tower operating and managing services for
Operators in Myanmar. Nearly 3,000 towers built and operative across every States and
Divisions within the country and successfully delivered various remote challenging sites and we are proudly continuing to do so.

IGT together with Telenor and Kayan
New Land Party (KNLP) representative are working hand-inhand since early 2015 in rolling out telecom infrastructures in
Kayan ethnic villages, where beautiful mountain landscape
and sceneries sits between Kayah Shan and Kayin States.
Kayan communities will be benefiting with developing telecom
infrastructures and leading open many doors to other sectors
in Travels, Tourism and especially welcoming people to experience of awesome sceneries, natures and Kayan culture. The
Trio jointly working with several visits to remote area for site
location selection, site acquisitions, as well as construction of Photo: Aerial view above Kayan villages where beautiful
mountains sits between Kayah, Shan and Kayin States
telecom towers and operating telecom networks.
Along with Telenor and KNLP Representative, IGT taking extra
careful steps and control measures during sites acquisition to
fulfill of Telecommunication Network requirement as well as
considering of Ethnic local community concerns in term of minimizing environmental impacts and social adverse effects.
IGT working closely with KNLP Representative for leasing of
the site locations and the land leasing benefits eventually for
the local ethnic community development and intend to use
wisely where necessary. Together local ethnic contractor and
workforces whom knows the area very well and IGT supervision are key to deliver successfully on remote access and geographically challenging sites during the construction stages.
IGT together with KNLP will be ensuring of telecom infrastructures site operation and maintenance, refueling and site security by engaging local workforce. With engaging local workforce, the job opportunities for local community in short term
and long-term aspect in creating and benefiting during the
construction and operation phase of telecom infrastructures
within Kayan area.
Several sites within Kayan region were successful delivered in
2016, we are continuing a few more site built as well as operating and maintaining telecom networks within 2017 and beyond. Appreciate the great efforts all round from Telenor team,
KNLP representative and IGT supervision staff for a job well
done for Kayan community.
IGT is always proud to be working hand-in-hand with Operator
and Ethnic community in delivering and operating of remote
challenging sites and we believes many more success to
come.
Photo: Tower Erection in progress at KA0434/ KNT20559,
Kwitamot Taung above + 5000ft Mean Sea Level
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The Initiatives taken for Cost Optimization
Investment:

By Siraj Kurikkalakath
Manager
Finance & Accounting

IGT has secured approval from Myanmar Investment commission (MIC) for an additional
investment of USD106.25 million which comprises of a loan facility of $85million from
Asian Development Bank (ADB) and International Financial Corporation (IFC)” and an equity participation by IFC and the existing shareholders of Irrawaddy Towers Assets Holdings Pte Ltd.
This facility would help the company to expand the business across Myanmar and align
with the vision of our Management i.e. “To be recognized as the leading and preferred telecom infrastructure provider in Myanmar”

s

Cost Optimization:
The initiatives taken for cost optimization based on the directives
from the management and past learnings have fetched considerable
savings in the operational cost.

from various Government De-

Working with local force:
The efficiency of local work force in the company has been significantly improved in the past 3 years. Company is focused in taking
various initiatives such as Local empowerment programme, on job
trainings etc. to help the local force in improving their skills and efficiency.

Moving to large tax payer:
We believe IGT’s presence in the Myanmar has made sizeable
contribution to the economic growth of the country as IGT has
so far invested huge amount in the telecom sector and also
pays out a huge amount as Tax every year for operating busi-

ness here.
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CSR Commitment towards Myanmar
IGT implementation of Community Center in Tedim, Chin State
IGT implemented a community center in Tedim, Chin State in partnership with the Information
and Public Relations Department (IPRD), Ministry of Information .
IGT donated funds to upgrade an existing community center at the IPRD office in Tedim into a
modern center by donating Laptops, projectors and furniture. In the process, an IT room was
partitioned at this center room to bring the local people in the community into the IT age.
By Ciin Lam Mann
CSR Administrator

Immediately after opening the center, basic computer training was conducted
by IGT at the Community Center for 3 days with 10 trainees attending from
various government departments from Tedim Town.
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Photos of the Month - July 2017
Soe Than Aung

IGT conducted Basic Computer Trainings including Microsoft Word, Excel and
PowerPoint were done at the center from 22 to 24 August, 2017 for (10) trainees
from various Government Departments .

Myo Min Thu
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Photos of the Month - August 2017
Jose Mari

IGT conducted Basic Computer Trainings including Microsoft Word, Excel and
PowerPoint were done at the center from 22 to 24 August, 2017 for (10) trainees
from various Government Departments .

Soe Htet Naing
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Think Global Act Local
International Commercial Center, 7th & 8th Floor, No. 422/426,
Strand Road (Corner of Bothataung Pagoda Road)
Bothataung Township, Yangon, Myanmar.
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